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Dressing room in English walnut, elm, oak, ash
and cedar of Lebanon.

Recent Work
In the last year or so I’ve been lucky
enough to receive a couple of
commissions which have taken me into
new territory. Both involved large scale
installations: the first was a dressing
room for a magnificent house on the
edge of Dartmoor; the second a
kitchen, the last step in a major
refurbishment of The Old House appropriately named - sitting snugly in a
Chiltern valley, in the heartland of
England’s traditional furniture industry.

Detail of walnut drawers and handles.
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Dressing Room
The dressing room and kitchen projects developed
my thinking on design. The essence of the dressing
room brief was that it should look like ‘real
furniture’, with open and closed spaces, and there
should be curves, so not just a run of rectilinear
cupboards. And if my clients were to move, they
would like to be able to dismantle the whole thing
and take it with them.
The curves were the starting point: two opposing
runs whose fronts, each a 12ft long arc, created an
eliptical space between them, leading to a window
seat with views over the garden and lake below.
The arc was defined by cornice and plinth, shelf
and drawer fronts, even the tall cupboard doors,
less than 18 inches wide, are gently curved in their
width (though not the mirror, for obvious reasons).
Designing intensively used furniture requires a lot
of thought about things that would seem idiotic if
you got them wrong: how high should hanging rails
be (they're higher on the male than the female
side); how much width do you need for a pair of
shoes (again, it depends whose); what's the best
way to store handbags? The answers can
determine the dimensions of a whole section and
thus the design of the entire room.

Shoe drawers and hanging space for her shirts.

For timber we chose elm and English walnut - not
a conventional marriage, but one that has worked
well for me in the past, and I had the remains of a
fabulous walnut tree that had come down near
Sherbourne. Interiors were lined with pale ash, a
favourite with my clients, and drawers made from
a mix of oak and cedar.
Often it is the details that raise a piece: here the
handles are sinuous double curves, spokeshaved
from walnut; the light switch for each side is
embedded beneath its near edge, a tiny unseen
sensor activated by a sweep of the hand on the
polished wood.
Kitchen
in oak with
and painted
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Kitchen
The kitchen has a more conventional
look: a combination of painted wood
and oak, with tactile cherry knobs
turned to my design. But again the
appearance and the making speak of
'real' furniture and again the design was
led by the answers to practical
questions: the sizes of crockery and
cooking pans; the number and size of
knives and the location of their tailormade storage; the flow of food from
fridge and larder to chopping board to
cooker to table, and of crockery from
table to sink or dishwasher and thence
to drawers and cupboards. If
calculations like this seem mundane
they are, and that is why getting them
right is crucial: the designer of striking,
even beautiful, furniture that doesn't
work in a practical setting will get no
thanks from his client.
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Zoe’s Chair
Finally, it's the variety I treasure in this
work and, as soon as the kitchen was
installed I moved on to the next piece a chair sculpted from elm for a little girl
called Zoe, commissioned soon after her
birth and inscribed on the crest rail with
her initials and birth date.

The Year Ahead ...
There is a wonderful range of work in the order book, including some 50th birthday presents - we've reached
that stage of life - a dressing table and a pair of desks whose design I would like to develop into a standard
piece. I hope that the next newsletter will carry more on that. For now, here is a drawing.
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